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Thank you Jacky, Christine, and all at Baldessin Press for the 
invitation to launch this remarkable show. But first, before 
explaining why I feel so honoured to do so, may I also acknowledge 
the traditional owners of this beautiful land upon which we are 
gathered, and pay my respects to their elders past and present. And 
in a sombre week for Montsalvat, with the death of ones of its elders, 
Sigmund Jörgensen, may I say that it is both consoling and fitting 
that tonight we should be seeing and celebrating the work of 
famous, established Australian artists alongside beginning and 
developing artists, all of whom, through Baldessin, have been able 
to live and work in such fruitful collaboration with one another. Art 
is not a life to live or endure on your own. 
 
The Baldessin story, begun in the 1970s by George Baldessin and 
Tess Edwards, and threatened by George’s tragic and untimely death 
in 1978, has been heroically picked up and continued since 2001at 
the Baldessin Studio, through the dedication of Tess, and her 
partners in the cooperative, Lloyd Godman, Silvi Glattauer and 
Robert Hails. With George’s art and reputation as a beacon of 
inspiration, and through the Baldessin artists’ own formidable skills 
and inspiring teaching, the Press has become a creative powerhouse 
for printmaking, a crucible in which experienced printmakers can 
test their own boundaries, and newcomers to this most democratic 
of art forms can hone their skills and discover new fields for 
expression and experimentation.   
 
I use that word ‘democratic’ to emphasise an important social point: 
over the centuries it has been printmaking techniques that have 
brought high art to all of us, the masses. You can’t, for example, 
conceive Martin Luther’s Protestant Reformation or the reach of his 
vernacular German bible without the allied graphic brilliance of 
Lucas Cranach the Elder. It was Cranach’s incisive woodcuts that 
gave the revolutionary new translation of ‘The Word’ in dramatic 
narrative form to all German people, irrespective of their social 
status or education.   
 
There is something down to earth, yet very beguiling, almost 
medieval guild-like about the art of printmaking. It requires that the 
individual artist submit him or herself to the exacting and humbling 



discipline of a craft, and an interaction with other artists and 
technicians, plus technologies that may or may not prove 
cooperative on any given occasion. Like potters, printmakers have 
always to deal with external factors they cannot completely control. 
Think of the lucky ochre blush on clay where the flame has passed; 
so with the flow and texture of ink, the absorbency of paper, the 
weight of the press. There is an element of risk involved in 
printmaking, and touch also of the serendipitous, and I believe one 
can see that in these works around us. They have an edginess about 
them.  Something unexpected. And often a moodiness that seems to 
be a product of long periods of contemplation and calculation. No 
sky or swaying field of grass is simple in the hands of Angela 
Coombs Matthews or Silvi Glattauer, for example. And by that I 
don’t mean that their over complicate their work. What they do 
achieve, I believe, is a mysterious depth of perception that stops 
you, the observer, in your tracks and forces you to think – about 
nature and environment, about time, about layers of interaction 
between the human and the natural world. In the Residents’ Gallery 
next door, you’ll find buildings and carpets patterned into a coherent 
whole in the prints of Kate Hope. Here in the Barn Gallery, flowers, 
memory and the tragic landscapes of war fuse, through artful 
technology, in Christine Johnson’s print folio. Scale and size take on 
unusual importance in some works: look at the meticulous 
poignancy of the string-wrapped fragments of random life in Glen 
Skein’s Foto Metafisica. Or notice how the underlying text of Tess 
Edward’s Metaphysical Fishing artist book series influence what she 
then creates on top of the print matrix.  
  
I could walk you past every piece in this exhibition here in the Barn 
and next door in the Residents’ Gallery and point to some aspect of 
the alchemy of the printmaker’s art. I wish I could name all the 
artists names. As I can’t, please take time to look deeply into the 
works, and if the technology intrigues you (as it always does me), 
ask questions of the artists here. Silvi will tell you, for example, how 
many processes it took to create the final version of Katie Breckon’s 
anthropologically haunting Worrorra Stone Tools prints. Do ask.  
The answers help you understand what consummate skill is on 
display here. And please, take time to enjoy the videos that fill out 
the exhibition’s narrative. 
 



This exhibition is not just one of extraordinary quality: it is unique. 
You will never before have seen such a fruitful coming together of 
artists at such different stages of their career. We have the luxury of 
many of the extraordinary works of George Baldessin himself. (An 
aside: I once took two very sophisticated New York friends to see an 
exhibition of George’s prints, not here, I regret to say, Tess and 
Christine, but at Heide. They were so impressed they were rendered 
almost mute. Not totally – they were American after all. But they 
have been Australian art enthusiasts ever since.) 
 
On the stage here in the Barn you can see the prints from the 
Baldessin and Friends commemorative folio, featuring the work of 
masters, all of whom have had a personal connection to George 
Baldessin or the Studio: Rick Amor, George himself, GW Bot, Jock 
Clutterbuck, Michael Leunig, Jan Senbergs, Imants Tillers and the 
irrepressible John Wolseley. And around the walls you can see 
works that have been the result of artist’s residencies that Baldessin 
has fostered with the State Library, Fox Galleries and the Australian 
Galleries, as well as the work of other artists who have long 
established ties with Baldessin. And next door, without a suggestion 
of transition in quality, you can find the work of printmakers who 
have begun experimenting and are developing their skills at 
Baldessin. And while you are in the Resident’s Gallery, look up and 
marvel at Lloyd Godman’s epiphytic creation, bidding fair to take 
over all of Montsalvat, like a great grey-green sea in the sky. 
 
So congratulations to all involved. This is the kind of exhibition that 
Montsalvat is proud to play host to; it fits with our ambition to show 
work of the highest quality, work that exercises the imagination and 
feeds the soul. On Montsalvat’s behalf, may I thank all the artists 
involved, and express our gratitude to Tess, Silvi, Lloyd and Robert 
for you friendship and support of Montsalvat, and for bringing us 
such riches. Thank you to all who helped to bring the exhibition 
together, Baldessin friends and volunteers, Montsalvat’s Executive 
Director Jacky Ogeil, Anthony Aspridis, our General Manager, and 
our staff, and volunteers. And finally, heartfelt thanks to Christine 
Johnson, whose skilled and sensitive hand has guided this adventure 
from conception to realisation.  Thank you all.  
 
And now I am delighted to declare Baldessin Studio – The Story 
exhibition open.  


